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Computer application

ARRA Y BASIC - A POWERFUL SPECTROSCOPIC TOOL.
LOTO: AN APPLICATION FOR SPECULAR REFLECTION SPECTROSCOPY

Vladimir M. Petrusevskil and Vladimir G. Ivanovski

Institute of Chemistry, Facu/(v of Science, The "Sv.Kiril & Metodij" University,
POB 162,91001Skopje,RepublicofMacedonia

To take full advantage of the specular reflection spectroscopy, one has to extract the infonnation
contained in the reflection spectmm. The first step is the calculation of the real (n) and imaginary (k) part of
the complex refraction index. This task is usually completed employing the Kramers-Kronig approxima-
tion/transfonnation [1]. In the case of crystalline solids, the knowledge of the dielectric constant (s') and
dielectric loss (s") as well as of conductivity (0) and resistivity (P) is often important. The spectral varia-
tions of the last two quantities may, at the.same time, serve as a source for detennination of the transversal
and longitudinal optical phonon frequencies in the solid. A short computer program (LOTO) is presented in
this contribution. The program is written in Array Basic and enables both fast and accurate calculation of all
desired parameters.

Key words: specular reflection; FT-IR spectroscopy; calculation of dielectric parameters; complex retrac-
tion index; absorption index; LO-phonons; TO-phol1ons

INTRODUCTION

The basic principles of specular reflection spec-
troscopy have been known for quite a long time [I, 2].
Despite this, the use of conventional grating instru-
ments was severally limited to favourable cases, in
which the sample had enough high reflectivity, result-
ing in spectra with acceptable signal-to-noise ratios [3-
5]. However, recording the spectrum is still the easy
part of the job. In order to extract valuable information
(e.g. the real - n and imaginary - k parts of the com-
plex refraction index), the reflection spectrum has to be
transformed. The Kramers-Kronig approximation is
usualy employed for that matter [I, 6]. This transfor-
mation has the form:

8{w) = 2w f
oclog.jR(W') dw'

n 0 w,2-w2
(I)

and recalling that the reflectivity is a R = R(OJ),enables
the phase e( OJ) to be calculated as a function of the

angular frequerrcy, OJ.Then nand k may further be cal-
culated:

1 To whom correspondence should be addressed.

I-R
n= .

1+2JR cose+R'

(2)

k - -2JR sine
. - I + 2JR cos e + R

as well as the absorption spectrum of the sample:

I(z) =I(O)e-az (3)

20Jk
where a =-.

c

Unless the spectrometer is coupled to a com-
puter, this is an extremely tedious (if not impossible)
job, since the spectrum has to qe digitized 'by han~',
thus introducing large additional "noise-likeerrors.

All features of reflection spectroscopy come true
when FT interferometers are used. The principal advan-
tage of these instruments (apart from being fully com-
puterized) is the throughout advantage [7], resulting in
excellent signal-to-noise ratios even with single scans.
In addition, powerful software packages for various
calculations and spectra manipulations are available.
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One of these packages is GRAMS/386 [8]. The collec-
tion of programs for this package is written in a special
computer language, called Array Basic [9]. This is pur-
pose-designed language, close to ordinary BASIC, but
with extremely efficient assembly-coded routines im-
plemented for fast manipulation with spectra (traces, as
they are called) as a whole. A program for the Kram-
ers-Kronig transformation is also available for this
package and the user may enjoy seeing the effect of the
Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) applied to generate
the nand k values in the whole spectral range (up to
10000 cm-1) within few seconds!

In solid state spectroscopy, however, one might
be principally concerned about the frequencies of trans-
versal and longitudinal phonons (vro and \-'La),the
origin of which lies in the long-range electrostatic

forces [1, 2]. Alternatively, if dealing with thin (semi)-
conductor films, the knowledge of the dielectric con-
stant (E') and loss (E") becomes important. None of these
quantities could be calculated with either GRAMS/386
or with other software packages available to us. The
purpose of this contribution is to fill-in this gap.

Some minor comments, concerning Array Basic
programming: each spectnllll (i.e. each trace) is in one
of the 30 available file slots. Slot is, in fact, a data-base
that has been (or is to be) opened for use, but for sim-
plicity one may visualise it as a box. File slots are num-
bered and resemble a stack, in the way they are organ-
ized. The most recently opened/loaded trace occupies
slot #1, all other being pushed upwards. Traces are
subject to all standard mathematical operations, much
in the same way as are scalar numbers.

THE COMPUTER PROGRAM

The dielectric constant E'(V) and loss E"(v) are,
in fact, the real and imaginary part of the complex
permittivity E'(V):

E'(v) = E'(v) - i E"(v) (4)

and may be calculated in the following way:

E'( v) = n( V)2- k( V)2 (5)

(6)E"( v) = 2n( v).k( v)

providing n( v) and k( v) are known.
The Vroand \-'Lafrequencies are equal [5] to the

frequencies of the peaks in the 'spectra' of the conduc-
tivity a = 0( v) and resistivity p = p( v). These last two
quantities may be calculated as follows [5]:

a (v) = v.E"(v)/2 (7)

p (v) = 2 E"(v)/{V'[E'(V)2+ E"(V)2]} (8)

(The definitions are in line with the CGS rather than
with the International System of units. This is. how-
ever, of no significance since the only difference in the
spectra will appear in a form of a constant multiplier.
The important information is contained in the peak
frequencies and these are the same, no matter what
system of units is chosen. It should be noted that other

The results of the calculation are summarized in
the spectra presented in two figures. The first figure
contains the original reflection spectmm and data ob-
tained by standard Kramers-Kronig transformation.
The other one presents the calculated dielectric con-
stant, loss, conductivity and resistivity. The quality of
the results depend solely on the quality of the reflection

methods for calculation of the LO and TO frequencies
also exist [3D.

The first step is, obviously, to calculate n( v) and
k( v). This is accomplished using an Array Basic pro-
gram for the Kramers-Kronig transformation, within
the GRAMS/386package.As mentioned, the FFT method
is surprisingly fast, but the alternative McLaurine
method, although time-consuming, is more accurate and
should be preferred for this task.

It is certainly possible to calculate the four un-
knowns, using standard progralmning hmguages (Pascal,
FORTRAN, BASIC etc.), but it is instmctive to com-
plete the job in Array Basic. Several reasons led us to
conclude that this is most probably the best possible
choice. The clear advantages are:

. No need for format import/export manipula-
tions of the spectra (the GRAMS/386 spectra files are
in binary format, readable by Array Basic)..Extra fast manipulation with traces as a whole..Accurate results..No need for use of loops..Fairly short and understandable program..Compatibility with other programs, available
for GRAMS/386.

RESULTS

spectmm (hence, it is strongly recommended that a
number of spectra be acquired).

*

Acknowledgment: The authors are indebted to Prof. G.
Ivanovski for his continuous interest and the helpful sugges-
tions made.
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Fig. 1. Top to bottom: reflectivity (R), refraction index (n), absorption index (k) and absorbance (A) ofRbCr(S04)2.12H20
as a function of the radiation wavenumber. Reflectivity spectmm measured on a Perkin Elmer System 2000 FT-IR instmment,

using a specular reflectance accessory; n, k, and A calculated by means ofKramers-Kronig transfonnation

Dwc. xeM. TeXHOJl.MaKelloHl1ja, 15, 2, c.131-137 (1996)
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Fig. 2. Top to bottom: pennitivity (.0/), dielectric loss (.0,")(relative values), conductivity (0-)and resistivity (P) (in arbitrary units)
as a function of the radiation wavenumber. All quantities calculated by the program are presented in the paper

Bull. Chem. Technol. Macedonia, 15,2, p. 131-137 (1996)
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Pe3UMe

ARRA Y BASIC - MOKEH CnEKTPOCKOnCKM AJIAT.
LOTO: KOMnJYTEPCKA npOfPAMA 3A fEOMETPMCKA PEcI>JIEKCMOHACnEKTPOCKOnMJA

BJI3~UMUp M. neTpYllleBcKu U BJI3~UMUp t. MB3UOBCKU

HHCiuUtuyru 3a xeMuja, IIMclJ, YHuaep3uiUeLu "Ca. KupuJI u Mettioouj",
ApxuMeooaa 5, U. cjJax 162, 91001 CKouje, Peuy6J1uKa MaKeooHuja

KJIY'IHU 300pOBU: pecpJIeKCUOHeH cneKTap; FT-IR cneKTPocKonuja; npeCMeTKa Ha ):IUeJIeKTpWIHUTe

napaMeTpu; KOMnJIeKCeH UH):IeKC Ha npeKpllIYBalbe; anCOpnIl,UOHeH UH):IeKC; LO-

cpOHOHU; TO-cpoHoHu

3a BUCTUHCKa U II,eJIOCHa npUMeHa Ha nO):laTOIl,UTe

0):1 pecpJIeKCUOHaTa cneKTpocKonuja, KOPUCHUKOT Tpe6a

):la ):Ioj):le ):10 UHcpopMaIl,UUTe llITO ce CO):lp}KaHU BO pe-

cpJIeKCUOHUOT cneKTap. Haj'leCTO npBUOT 'leKOp ce CBe-

):IYBa Ha npeCMeTYBalbe Ha peaJIHUOT (n) U UMarUHapHU-

OT (k) ):IeJI 0):1 KOMnJIeKCHUOT UH):IeKC Ha npeKpllIYBalbe.

OBaa 3a):la'la 06U'lHO ce BpllIU co npUMeHa Ha Kramers-

Krbnig-oBaTa anpOKCuMaIl,uja/TpaHccpopMaIl,uja [1]. Kora

ce pa60Tu 3a KpUCTaJIHU 06pacII,u, 'leCTOnaTU e 0):1Ba}K-

HOCT n03HaBalbeTO Ha ):IueJIeKTpU'lHaTa KOHCTaHTa (E')

f'nac. xeM. TeXHon. MaKelloHHja, 15, 2, c. 131-137 (1996)

):IueJIeKTpU'lHaTa 3ary6a (E"), cnpoBO):lJIUBOCTa (0') U OT-

nopHocTa (p). CneKTpaJIHUTe npOMeHU Ha nOCJIe):lHUTe

):IBe BeJIU'lUHU MO}KaT ):la nOCJIY}KaT U 3a onpe):leJIYBalbe

Ha cppeKBeHII,UUTe Ha TpaHCBep3aJIHUTe U JIOHrUTY):IU-

HaJIHUTe OnTU'lKU cpOHOHU BO KpUCTaJIOT. Bo pa60TaTa e

npUKa}KaHa KOMnjYTepcKaTa nporpaMa LOTO. nporpa-

MaT a e nUllIYBaHa BO ja3uKoT Army Basic, KOjllITO OB03-

MO}KYBa 6p30 U TO'lHO npecMeryBalbe Ha cnOMHaTUTe
BeJIU'lUHU.
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APPENDIX

LISTING OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM2

Short comments, explaining the usage of particular commands and program blocks, are given in the program
list.

, ***********************************************************

, ***********************************************************

10 noshow

if getsfileO<>Ogoto 10
, Delete traces from memory,
, until all file-slots are empty

15 free
dim temp(256)

, Free all variables and reset constants

, Allocate space for some text

20 menufile temp,"Select dir. and N-spectrum"
anerror 70 : loadspc $temp : anerror -1

, Print the quoted text
, Switch error-trapping on. Load a trace.
, If OK, switch error-trapping off

25 ffp = getffpO
ftp = getftpO
np = npts(#s)
stp = (ftp - ffp)/(np-l)
newspc wave.spc(np)
setffp ffp, ftp

, Read high-freq. limit of current trace
, Read low-freq. limit of current trace
, Read the no. of points in current trace
, Calculate step
, Define new trace, same no. of points
, Set high & low frequency limits, to
, match the quantities in previous trace.

30

2 The program (and all necessary infOlmation) is available from the authors upon request.

Bull. Chem. Technol. Macedonia. 15.2, p. 131-137 (1996)

'* *
'* LaTa *
'* *
'* A program for calculation of the frequencies of the

*
'* longitudinal and transversal optical phonons (La &

*
'* TO) in crystal samples. Calculates the real (eps') *
'* and imaginary (eps") part of the complex dielectric

*
'* constant, as well as the conductivity (sigma) and *
'* resistivity (rho) as functions of the frequency.

*
'* *
'* The input data (n and k) may be caluculated using the

*
'* kk.ab or kk.exe programs. These programs perform

*
'* the Kramers-Kronig transformation, employingthe

*
'* FFT/McLaurin method, respectively,and both run *
'* under GRAMS/386 package.

*
, * *
'* Authors: *
'* Vladimir M. Petrusevski & Vladimir G. Ivanovski *
'* Institut za hemija, PMF, Arhimedova5,91000 Skopje

*
'* Macedonia *
'* *
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35

37

50

55

60

65

67

70

fillbeg ffp
fillinc stp
#s = fill(#s)

swapfile # 1, #2

menu file temp,"Select dir. and K-spectmm"
onerror 70 : loadspc $temp : onerror -1

news pc epsill.spc(np)
#1 = squared(#3)-squared(#2)
menufile temp,"Select name for Epsilon'"
saves pc $temp

newspc epsiI2.spc(np)
#1 = #4*#3*2

menufile temp,"Select name for Epsilon''''
savespc $temp

newspc sumsquar.spc(np)
# 1 = squared( #3)+squared( #2)
newspc sigma.spc(np)
# 1 = #7*#3/2

menufile temp,"Select file name for Sigma"
savespc $temp

newspc rho.spc(np)
# 1 = #4/#8/#3 *2

menu file temp,"Select name for Rho"
savespc $temp

end

beep: dialogon "ERROR!"
print "File" ;$temp;" bad or does not exist."
print" "
dialogoff
goto 10

rJlac. xeM. TeXHOJl. MaKelloHllja, 15, 2, c. 131-137 (1996)

, Make all y-coord. in the trace equal
, to the x-coord. In fact, this block

, generates y = x function, for later use.

, Interchange traces in file slots 1 and 2

, Same as block 20

, Dielectric constant - real part,
, defined according to equation (5).
, Select a file name for the trace and
, save it to disk

, Dielectric loss - imaginary part,
, defined according to equation (6).
, Same as end of previous block

, Sum of squares, calculated according
, to equation (8), to be used later.
, Electr. conductivity function,
, defined according to equation (7).
, Same as end of previous block

, Electr. resistivity function,
, defined according to equation (8).
, Same as end of previous block

, Terminate program

, Error-trapping routine. Print
, some information for the user,
, and jump to program start


